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Abstract—Information-Centric Networking (ICN) is a com-
mercially viable network architecture that enables content and
location separation through in-network caching, reducing dupli-
cate traffic and improving network resource utilisation. As with
other networks, a reasonable pricing mechanism can facilitate
the deployment of ICNs by encouraging operators to participate
in the deployment of ICNs. A large number of studies on ICN
pricing mechanisms have been conducted in which users pay for
traffic on a per-unit basis, as opposed to the real-life method of
paying for traffic on packages set by operators. In this paper,
based on studying the interaction between users and ISPs and
CPs and establishing the utility functions of each role, we analyse
the caching and pricing strategies of each entity under NASH
equilibrium and compare and analyse which charging model is
more able to meet the needs of network entities in the ICN
environment. It is found that the package billing model is more
in line with the needs of operators and users in ICNs, and
can achieve the objective of incentivising ICN development. This
paper also contributes to the development of the best pricing
strategy for ICN networks.

Index Terms—ICN, pricing mechanism, cache, nash equilib-
rium, package mechanism

I. INTRODUCTION

Traffic in the Internet has grown at an alarming rate in
recent years and its usage patterns have changed dramatically,
with the vast majority of traffic being related to content
requests and services. Information Centre Networks (ICNs)
have been proposed as a new network architecture [3], where
users simply request and obtain content without caring about
the address of the host where the content resides [1], [2].
the main mechanism of ICNs is to allow users to access
content cached in the nearest network node through intra-
network caching, thus reducing duplicate traffic, improving
the utilisation of network resources and enhancing the user
experience [3]. ICNs offer significant technical advantages
over IP networks in terms of their ability to contain traffic
surges. The deployment of emerging network architectures
requires not only the technical advantages of new networks,
but also reasonable economic interests driven by various
participants. A reasonable fee settlement model is conducive
to operators’ participation in ICN deployment and promotes
the development of ICNs.

IP networks operate with different mechanisms than ICNs,
and therefore the study of their charging models and pricing

mechanisms is not suitable for ICN networks [5]. In the Inter-
net service model, content providers (CPs) provide appropriate
content and charge users for subscriptions, whereas in ICNs,
due to the existence of in-network caching, ISPs can perform
content services on cached content instead of CPs, and this
part of traffic does not pass through the CPs. if the charging
model of IP networks is followed, CPs cannot perceive that
content is being served locally and cannot charge for content
services, and there are many studies based on ICN-based
pricing mechanisms have been studied [6]–[12], and these
studies are all based on the traffic billing model, i.e., the charge
is linearly related to the amount of traffic. However, this traffic
billing model has been proven to be ineffective by the Internet
in recent years, and users do not like this billing model, and the
majority of the current Internet charging model is the package
model [13]. The current research on ICN pricing mechanism
does not involve the package model. This paper focuses on
the ICN pricing mechanism under the package billing model,
comparing and analysing which of the traffic billing model
and the package billing model is more in line with the needs
of ICNs.

The structure of this paper is organised as follows: Section
1 introduces the main motivation of this paper; Section 2
presents the research work related to ICN pricing mechanism;
Section 3 establishes the cost model of each ICN entity
under the package billing model; Section 4 analyses the
utility function of the entity; Section 5 conducts numerical
simulations and analyses the experimental results; Section 6
concludes the work.

II. RELATED WORK

There have been many studies to improve the revenue of
entities in ICNs, focusing on aspects such as caching and
price games, cooperation between entities, and still mainly on
pricing mechanisms under the traffic model.

Agyapong et al. evaluated the economic incentives received
by different types of network participants in ICN networks,
demonstrating that ICN entities will not cache content or
will not cache optimal amounts of content if there are not
sufficient economic incentives [4]. [6] investigates the price
game between network entities in an ICN model with a fixed
caching policy and demonstrates that caching investments in
ICNs are profitable. [7] examines current economic flows in978-1-6654-3540-6/22 © 2022 IEEE



content delivery networks (CDNs) and explores their possible
evolution in an ICN interconnection scenario, proposing a
pricing model in ICN interconnection; also considers the
migration behaviour of users between different access ISPs
and demonstrates the economic viability and stability of ICN
interconnection. A three-stage Stackelberg game is formulated
to analyse the perfect equilibrium of the dynamic game in two
different pricing scenarios and to demonstrate the economic
feasibility of mobile edge caching [8].

Some ICN-related studies have analysed the differences
between ISPs and CPs in ICNs, where the partnership between
ISPs and CPs is more diverse than in IP networks, and have in-
vestigated the impact of the corresponding pricing mechanisms
on the participation level and motivation of each player. [9]
analyses the possibility of access ISPs forming alliances with
multiple CPs to reduce operational costs, and examines the
stability of alliances and the impact of network neutrality on
alliances. [10] considers a bilateral market with multiple types
of demand, especially latency-sensitive demand, analyses how
caching parameters are optimised under Nash equilibrium, and
demonstrates that the payment relationship between ISPs and
CPs may change in different market environments.

The above studies on ICN pricing mechanisms are mainly
based on the traffic billing model, but for users, the value of
content is non-linearly related to content size and most users
do not prefer to use this type of billing [13]. The package
billing model, in which a fixed fee is charged if the traffic
usage does not exceed a certain threshold and the portion
exceeding the threshold is charged at the unit price of the
traffic, is currently the dominant billing model in China [13],
and studying the impact of package billing models in the
ICN scenario is necessary to investigate the pricing strategies
of each ICN entity. Studying the pricing mechanisms under
the more popular package models and obtaining trends in the
relationship between pricing and role behaviour will facilitate
the deployment of ICN scenarios at scale for operators and the
active participation of CPs and end users in ICN operations.

III. SYSTEM MODEL

A. Basic Framework

In order to better analyse the pricing mechanism of the
ICN architecture, an ICN model is created that contains a
number of CPs, a transport ISP, an access ISP and a certain
number of subscribers. In the ICN architecture, ISPs can cache
content and respond directly to requests from users when the
local cache hits. Each access ISP has a certain number of
subscribers, which varies according to cost and quality of
service. When a request arrives at the access ISP, if the cache
does not hit, it is forwarded to the transport ISP, which sits
between the access ISP and the CP and is responsible for
providing the content, both the content pre-cached by the ISP
and the content requested by the user.

In this paper, two billing models are proposed under the
package billing model: the unlimited model and the fixed
package model. In the unlimited mode, the ISP charges the
user a flat rate, regardless of traffic usage; in the fixed package

mode, a package threshold is set and the portion of traffic
usage up to the threshold is charged at a fixed rate, and the
portion beyond that is billed at the unit price of the traffic. A
traffic billing model where traffic is billed on a per unit basis
can be seen as a special case of a fixed package model (with
a package threshold of 0).

B. Fee model and User model

To simplify the calculations, only a network model with
two access ISPs (A and B), one transmission ISP (C) and
one CP (D) is considered, as shown in Fig. 1. The symbols
used in this paper are described in Table. I, where k ∈ {A,B}
,K ∈ {A,B,C} and M ∈ {A,B,C,D}.

Fig. 1. Data and payment models between entities in ICN

TABLE I
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

Symbol Description
αk,M Cache hit rate of requests from ISP k at entity M
βk ISP k’s service bandwidth for users
ϵ The price elasticity constants of ISP
ρ Ratio of transmission fee to content fee

cKM ISP K‘s Policy cost of forwarding the request
to entity M to be satisfied

cCC Cost of ISP C’s caching strategy when
no content is cached by the access ISP

cM Caching cost per unit of content of entity M
pk Average content service price of ISP k
tk Cost per unit of bandwidth for ISP k
uk Actual number of users of ISP k
U User base of ISP
N Average content usage by users
Nk Package Threshold of ISP B
Pacc
k ISP k’s network access price

P pro
D CP’s content one-off sale price
PK ISP K’s total price of service per unit of content of ISP K
Pnet
K ISP K’s price of service per unit of content

Phit
M entity M’s price of unit content

In the model each entity provides services to other entities
and charges a corresponding fee. ISP K provides transmission



services or provides content to other entities or users and sets
the price [8]: transmission price per unit of content Pnet

K and
price per unit of content Phit

K , so the ISP charges PK = Pnet
K +

Phit
K for a unit of content service. Assume that Pnet

K = ρPhit
K ,

where ρ > 1 [11].
ISP A charges subscribers fixed network access price P acc

A

based on the unlimited model. ISP B charges a fixed fee P acc
B

for the portion of traffic usage below the threshold and a unit
content service price PB for the portion above the threshold.
And ISP charges a uniform unit content service price PK

when forwarding requests between ISPs. When ISP C forwards
a request to CP, CP receives the corresponding content fee
Phit
D . When CP transmits content with the help of ISP C, ISP

C receives the transmission fee Pnet
C . When an ISP caches

content, the CP receives a one-off content sale fee P pro
D .

Each ICN entity incurs a corresponding cost when providing
the service. ISPs and CPs incur a cost cM for per unit of
content cached in order to provide content. Access ISPs incur
a cost tk for per unit of bandwidth when providing network
services to users.

Using the user model in [12], the number of users accessing
ISP k depends on two main factors, price and quality of service
(QoS), and will be given as a product

uk = U
pϵ
k
log(1 + βk) (1)

where pk is the average content service fee charged by ISPs
to subscribers, and βk is the network bandwidth used by ISPs
to provide service to subscribers and ϵ is the price elasticity
constant, assuming that ϵ > 1 [14].Assuming that the average
amount of content acquired by users is N , pA =

Pacc
A

N and
pB =

Pacc
B +PB(N−NB)

N . From (1), it can be seen that the
number of subscribers is influenced by the price and QoS
provided by the ISP and is independent of other ISPs.

C. Utility Functions

To better analyse the pricing strategies of each ICN entity,
the utility functions of ISPs A, B, C and CP are expressed
using price, bandwidth service cost, caching cost, content
caching ratio and user request hit ratio. Since the amount
of content cached is proportional to the cost of caching
[15], to facilitate the mathematical calculations, the following
assumptions are made for the model: the one-time cost of
selling content charged by the CP to the ISP is proportional
to the amount of content cached by the ISP and the proportion
of content cached by the ISP to all content is the same as the
local cache hit ratio of user requests.

Considering ISP A, let E(A1)=uA[P
acc
A − tAβA −NαA,AcA −NαA,outPC ]

E(A2)=uBNαB,A(PA − cA)
E(A3)=−αA,AP

pro
D

(2)
where αA,out = 1−αA,A is the probability that the request is
not hit. E(A1) represents the utility that ISP A’s subscribers
generate for ISP A, including the network access fees charged
to subscribers, the bandwidth costs incurred to serve sub-
scribers, the caching costs, and the forwarding costs. E(A2)

represents the utility that ISP A receives when ISP B’s request
is forwarded to ISP A by ISP C. E(A3) represents the fees
paid to the CP by ISP A for caching the content. Thus the
utility function of ISP A is E(A) = E(A1)+E(A2)+E(A3).

Similarly, the utility function for ISP B is

E(B1)=uB [P
acc
B + PB(N −NB)− tBβB −NαB,BcB

−NαB,outPC ] + uANαA,B(PB − cB)− αB,BP
pro
D

(3)
Considering ISP C, let
E(C1)=(uANαA,C + uBNαB,C)(PC − cC)
E(C2)=(uANαA,D + uBNαB,D)(PC + Pnet

C − Phit
D )

E(C3)=uANαA,B(PC − PB) + uBNαB,A(PC − PA)

E(C4)=−αA,C+αB,C

2 P pro
D

(4)
Where E(C1) denotes the utility from the request to access the
ISP in the ISP C cache hit. E(C2) denotes the utility from the
request being forwarded to the CP via ISP C. E(C3) denotes
the utility from the request from the ISP being forwarded in
another ISP cache hit via ISP C. E(C4) denotes the fee paid to
the CP for the ISP C cache content. Thus the utility function
for ISP C is E(C) = E(C1)+E(C2)+E(C3)+E(C4).

Considering CP, let{
E(D1)=(uANαA,D + uBNαB,D)(Phit

D − Pnet
C − cD)

E(D2)=(αA,A + αB,B +
αA,C+αB,C

2 )P pro
D

(5)
where E(D1) denotes the utility gained by the user request
hitting at the CP. E(D2) denotes the one-time sale fee charged
by the CP for the content when the ISP caches the content.
Thus, the utility function for the CP is E(D) = E(D1) +
E(D1).

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE MODEL

A. Caching Strategy Analysis

The caching strategy of each entity is first analysed. To un-
derstand the effect of caching variables on the utility function,
i.e. to solve the following system of equations{

∂E(A)
∂αA,A

= 0, ∂E(B)
∂αB,B

= 0, ∂E(C)
∂αA,C

= 0, ∂E(C)
∂αA,B

= 0,
∂E(C)
∂αA,D

= 0, ∂E(C)
∂αB,C

= 0, ∂E(C)
∂αB,A

= 0, ∂E(C)
∂αB,D

= 0
(6)

where αk,A+αk,B +αk,C +αk,D = 1. Solving for (6) yields
the following conclusion.

Conclusion 1: The cache variable αk,M can only take on a
value of 0 or a maximum value at the equilibrium point and
the ISPs decide caching and forwarding policy based on the
principle of least cost.

Proof 1: Take the utility function of ISP A as an example:
∂E(A)
∂αA,A

= uAN(PC − cA)− Phit
D (7)

It can be observed that E(A) is a monotonic function of αA,A.
In order for E(A) to reach its maximum value, αA,A should
take either 0 or the maximum value. Let cAA =

Ppro
D

uAN + cA. It
can be observed that when PC ≥ cAA, ∂E(A)

∂αA,A
≥ 0, so ISP A

will cache as much content as possible, and when PC ≤ cAA,
no content will be cached. cAA can be seen as the cost of



ISP A’s caching policy for a user request per unit of content,
and PC can be seen as the cost of ISP A’s forwarding policy.
Therefore, when ISP A receives a request, it will choose the
policy with the lower cost. The other policy costs are

cBB =
Ppro

D

uBN + cB , cCA = PA, cCB = PB ,

cCD = Phit
D − ρ

ρ+1PC , cAC =
Ppro

D

uAN + cC ,

cBC =
Ppro

D

uBN + cC , cCC =
Ppro

D

(uA+uB)N + cC

(8)

Based on the cache parameters, the gaming scenarios in
ICNs are classified into 9 categories, as shown in Table. II.

TABLE II
CACHE STRATEGY TABLE

Conditions Cache Parameter
PC ≥ max(cAA, cBB) αA,A = αB,B = 1

cAA ≤ PC ≤ cBB , cBC ≤ min(cCA, cCD) αA,A = αB,C = 1
cAA ≤ PC ≤ cBB , cCA ≤ min(cBC , cCD) αA,A = αB,A = 1
cAA ≤ PC ≤ cBB , cCD ≤ min(cBC , cCA) αA,A = αB,D = 1
cBB ≤ PC ≤ cAA, cAC ≤ min(cCB , cCD) αA,C = αB,B = 1
cBB ≤ PC ≤ cAA, cCB ≤ min(cAC , cCD) αA,B = αB,B = 1
cBB ≤ PC ≤ cAA, cCD ≤ min(cAC , cCB) αA,D = αB,B = 1

PC ≤ min(cAA, cBB), cCC ≤ cCD αA,C = αB,C = 1
PC ≤ min(cAA, cBB), cCD ≤ cCC αA,D = αB,D = 1

B. Analysis of Pricing Strategy

Based on the 9 cache scenarios in Table. II, the pricing
strategy for each entity is analysed by solving the following
set of equations

∂E(A)
∂βA

= 0, ∂E(A)
∂PA

= 0, ∂E(A)
∂Pacc

A
= 0,

∂E(B)
∂βB

= 0, ∂E(B)
∂PB

= 0, ∂E(B)
∂Pacc

B
= 0,

∂E(C)
∂PC

= 0, ∂E(D)

∂Phit
D

= 0, ∂E(D)
∂Ppro

D
= 0

(9)

Conclusion 2: In the unlimited model and fixed package
model, the fee charged by the access ISP to individual users
is proportional to the total cost of serving the user, and the
value of PA should be as high as possible.

Proof 2: Taking ISP B as an example, solving for ∂E(B)
∂Pacc

B
=

0 gives that

P acc
B

∗ + PB(N −NB
∗) =

ϵ
ϵ−1 (tBβB +NαB,BcB +NαB,outPC)

(10)

In (10), the items in brackets are the bandwidth, the caching
cost when the local cache hits, and the forwarding cost when
the cache does not hit. The polynomial in brackets is the total
cost of ISP A serving a single subscriber. From (10), the total
cost charged by ISP B to a subscriber is ϵ

ϵ−1 multiple of the
total cost.

When P acc
B = P acc

B
∗, ∂E(B)

∂PB
= uANαA,B . If αA,B > 0.

To maximise the utility of ISP B, PB should be as large as
possible. However, PB receives restrictions from P acc

B and
other entities pricing strategies. For ISP A in the unlimited
model, PA is only limited by the other entities’ pricing
strategies.

Conclusion 3: The traffic billing model does not apply to
ICNs and users are more likely to benefit from the package
billing model while maintaining operator utility.

Proof 3: The traffic billing model can be seen as a special
case of the fixed package model where NB = 0 and P acc

B = 0.
From (10), we obtain the unit content service fee charged by
ISP B to the subscriber as

PB
∗ =

uBϵ(tBβB+NαB,BcB+NαB,outPC)
N((ϵ−1)nB−nAαA,B) (11)

From (11), PB
∗ is affected by uA, and the larger uA is, the

higher PB
∗ is. This is because the request forwarding between

ISPs makes ISPs gain some non-local users, and the increase
in the user number allows ISPs to charge higher prices to
users. uA increases due to lower price or higher QoS of ISP
A. However the users of ISP B who do not enjoy these benefits
need to pay for it, which is unacceptable to users. From (11),
it can be observed that the package model is only related to
the cost of service and can shield the influence of other ISPs.
Under package model, users only need to pay for the services
they enjoyed. Therefore, the package model is more in line
with the needs of users.

V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS

The ICN model in Fig. 1 is simulated numerically and
the model is evaluated. The experiment includes two access
ISPs, one transmission ISP and one CP, with the entities
adjusting their own pricing strategies to maximise utility
between them. Unless otherwise specified, the parameters are
set as in Table. III

TABLE III
CACHE STRATEGY TABLE

Parameter Value Parameter Value
αA,A 0.5 αA,B 0.1
αA,C 0.1 αA,D 0.3
αB,A 0.2 αB,B 0.4
αB,C 0.2 αB,D 0.2

ϵ 2 tA 1
tB 1 cA 0.05
cB 0.05 cC 0.05
cD 0.05 U 1000
N 1000 NB 500

Fig. 2 illustrates the impact of P acc
A on uA and E(A). uA

has been scaled up to better show the overall trend. As can be
seen from the graph, uA tends to decrease as P acc

A increases,
and the downward trend becomes slower. Analysing E(A):
when P acc

A < P acc
A

∗, uA decreases sharply, the overall utility
of the ISP still shows an upward trend. When P acc

A < P acc
A

∗,
as uA continues to decrease, even if fees continue to be added
to individual subscribers, it still does not stop the downward
trend in overall revenue, but the the downward trend slows
down.

Fig. 3 shows the impact of P acc
A on ISP A and ISP C.

To better demonstrate the overall trend, the user base of ISP
B is set to 3000. It can be observed from Fig. 3 that E(C)
tends to decrease as the P acc

A increases, and the downward



Fig. 2. Impact of ISP A’s network service bandwidth on ISP A’s optimal
price

Fig. 3. Impact of ISP A’s network access costs and unit content service costs
on the utility of ISP A and ISP C

trend is similar to the downward trend in uA in Fig. 2. This
is because the increase in P acc

A leads to a decrease in uA,
which in turn leads to a decrease in the utility that ISP C
receives from the subscriber requests from ISP A. As P acc

A

increases, E(A) tends to increase and then remain the same,
while E(C) decreases and then falls off a cliff. This is due to
the fact that when PA ≤ min(cBC , cCD), the increase in P acc

A

increases the portion of ISP A’s utility that comes from ISP
B’s requests, and the cost of ISP C’s forwarding strategy to
ISP A increases. When PA ≥ min(cBC , cCD), it is no longer
sensible for ISP C to continue forwarding requests to ISP A
and the forwarding policy is changed. As ISP C has limited
cache content of its own, it can only forward the request to
the CP, at which point αB,A = 0 and αB,D = 0.4. So for ISP
A, a reasonable upper limit should be determined based on
ISP C’s policy cost.

Fig. 4 shows the impact of PB and P acc
B on E(B) for the

case where αA,B = 0, i.e. ISP A’s content requests will not be
forwarded to ISP B. The cache parameters are set to αA,A =

Fig. 4. Impact of ISP A’s network access costs and unit content service costs
on ISP A’s utility when αA,B = 0

0.5, αA,B = 0, αA,C = 0.3 and αA,D = 0.2. As shown in
Fig. 4, E(B) tends to grow first and then decrease as PB

and P acc
B grow, due to the fact that growth in both leads to

a decrease in uB . When PB and P acc
B are small, uB is large

and an appropriate price increase can overcome the negative
effects in terms of uB , allowing E(B) to increase. When the
price is larger, the utility function tends to decrease as uB has
fallen to a sufficiently low number that the effect on overall
utility is difficult to mask. Moreover, there are multiple sets of
optimal price combinations in Fig. 4, and they are distributed
on a straight line. This is due to a linear combination of PB

and P acc
B , i.e. the total service fee charged by the ISP to the

user reaches a specific value.

Fig. 5. Impact of ISP B’s unit content service costs on ISP B’s utility when
αA,B > 0

Fig. 5 depicts the impact of PB on E(B) when αA,B > 0,
with the user base of ISP A set to 3000. From Fig. ??, it can
be seen that E(B) tends to increase first and then decrease.



When P acc
B = 200, there is a significant difference in the

growth rate on both sides of PB = 0.05. This is due to the
fact that when PB is small, the forwarding cost from ISP C
to ISP B is small and ISP B can obtain the utility requested
from ISP A. When PB is larger, ISP C changes its forwarding
policy and ISP B can only gain from local users, when the
total fee P acc

B +PB(N −NB) charged to users is smaller, uB

is larger, and the growth of PB still enables the overall utility
to increase. With P acc

B = 300, a larger P acc
B causes uB to

fall rapidly. And by the time ISP C changes its forwarding
policy, uB has fallen low enough to cause a reduction in
overall utility. Therefore, access ISPs should take full account
of other entities’ pricing strategies and changes in subscriber
numbers when determining the cost per unit of content service,
and make reasonable judgments about the cap.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper investigates the cache pricing mechanism in
ICNs based on the package billing model, considering both
the unlimited and fixed package models, and examining the
interaction between various entities such as subscribers, ISPs
and CPs. By solving the Nash equilibrium point through a util-
ity function, the optimal caching and pricing strategy for each
entity in the package billing model is derived. The analysis
reveals that the caching and pricing strategies of ICN entities
are influenced by other entities in the network architecture,
and also influence the strategies of other entities. At the same
time, the package billing model is more in line with the needs
of operators and users in ICNs, and is more conducive to the
development of ICNs. The paper also investigates the impact
of caching parameters, prices and other conditions on the
utility function through numerical simulations of the model,
and the experimental results demonstrate the rationality and
accuracy of the proposed caching and pricing strategy.

In this paper, the time and geographical characteristics of
users have not been taken into account, and the analysis of
users’ demand patterns still needs to be improved.
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